Special Feature: Horror Films

6 UMBILICAL FEARS
Jennifer Kent’s The Babadook BRONY KIDD

14 EVERY BREATH YOU TAKE
Mark Hartley’s Patrick TARA JUDAH

20 NOT QUITE RICHARD FRANKLIN
An Interview with Mark Hartley OLIVER PFEIFFER

24 HEART OF DARKNESS
Wolf Creek 2 GREG DOLOPOLOV

30 ‘CREEP-OUT’ VERSUS ‘GROSS-OUT’
Horror Movies at the Australian Box Office MARK DAVID RYAN

34 DOWN AND OUT DOWN UNDER
Aussie Horror and International Distribution GLENN DUNKS

38 THE BLACK HOLE
Remembering 1980s Australian Horror ALEXANDRA HELLER-NICHOLAS

42 TALKING Clichés
Crawlspace and the Genre Problem DAVE HOSKIN

46 BLOOD TIES
Ursula Dabrowsky’s Inner Demon MICHAEL ARONOVITZ

50 BEYOND THE CRYPT
Donna McRae on Art and the Academy MICHAEL HELMS

54 TASMAN CARNAGE
Monster Fest, Stranger With My Face, and Make My Horror Movie ALICIA LEWIS

Australian and New Zealand Cinema

58 SEDIMENT AND TRANSFORMATION
John Curran’s Tracks SARAH WARD

64 LIVING INSIDE THE WORK
Sophie Hyde Discusses 52 Tuesdays NICHOLAS GODFREY

Australia and New Zealand on the Small Screen

68 FISSURES IN THE FICTION
The Broken Shore GREG DOLOPOLOV

72 IT’S IN OUR HANDS
The Ethics Behind Better Man and Just Punishment FIONA TRIGG

Focus on Asia and the Middle East

76 TALES FROM THE ISLANDS
Raya Martin and Contemporary Philippine Film MARA COSON

82 CITY LIMITS
Yuval Adler’s Bethlehem SARINAH MASUKOR

86 BOUNDLESS PLAINS TO SHARE
Lost Years and the Chinese Diaspora JULIANA QIAN

Documentary

90 PERFORMING HISTORY, PERFORMING TRUTH
The Act of Killing REBECCA HARKINS-CROSS

96 BENEATH OUR RADIANT MUSHROOM CLOUD
Fallout ANTHONY CAREW

100 SPIRITS OF AFFIRMATION
The Darkside KIT MACFARLANE

The NFSA’s Kodak/Atlab Cinema Collection

104 THE MAN FROM HONG KONG CONSTANTINE VEREVS

Industry Perspectives

114 ROMANCING THE CROWD
Katrina Fleming and Grace Julia on Crowdfunding ZENOBI FROST

118 WILD, WILD EAST
The Vladivostok International Film Festival 2013 RUSSELL EDWARDS
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122 SCOPE
Screen Industry Views TARA JUDAH, MICHAEL CLARKIN, RUSSELL EDWARDS, LIZ GIUFFRE, DANIEL GOLDING AND LAUREN CARROLL HARRIS